**Schm-Schnz**  
last updated 4 June 2016

**Schmachtenberg**\(^{GL}\): see Gschmacheberg.

**Schmahl**: go to Schmall.

**Schmäl**\(^{FN}\): go to Schmall.

**Schmäl**, **Sachsen**: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home\(^{UC}\) to a Braeutigam family.

**Schmäkilwin**\(^{GL}\): an unidentified place said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be home\(^{UC}\) to an Usbeck family. Kuhlberg said this was in Hessen.

**Schmalkaden**\(^{GL}\): said by the Kromm version of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL to be home\(^{UC}\) to a Schleiber/Schreiber/Maibeer family, and possibly a Kroll/Kral family (pp.29, 34). This surely would be Schmalkalden, Thueringen, some 35 miles ENE of Fulda, Hessen. However, Pleve thinks this really might have been Schwalmtal, Hessen, and the family name spelling might have been Schleibor.

**Schmall**\(^{FN\{J.Georg\}}\): Corina Hirt using LDS Film #1190550 found that Schmall\(\{J.Georg\}\) the son of \{J.Gepr\} and wife Friedrich\(\{Eva M.\}\) was born 29 April 1739 and baptized 30 April in Spachbruecken, Reinheim. Using Film #1340361 she found that he had married Vogel\(\{M.Sophia\}\) 29 Oct 1761 and that they had daughter\(\{M.Catharina\}\) there in 1762. Lutheran, from\(^{UC}\) either Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate or Kurpfalz, they arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762 and in June 1765 with wife Vogel\(\{M.Sophia\}\) (Reformed) and 1 daughter he last registered in Denmark. Before 1775 they had settled in Grimm (1775 census #81) (EEE p.583). By 1798 he was still in Grimm, daughter \{M.Catharina\} was in Dietel, and daughter \{M.Elisabetha\} was in Sewald (Mai1798:Gm119, Dt11, & Sd33).

**Schmall**\(^{FN\{J.Georg\}}\): Corina Hirt using LDS Film #1190550 found that Schmall\(\{J.Georg\}\) the son of \{J.Gepr\} and wife Friedrich\(\{Eva M.\}\) was born 29 April 1739 and baptized 30 April in Spachbruecken, Reinheim. Using Film #1340361 she found that he had married Vogel\(\{M.Sophia\}\) 29 Oct 1761 and that they had daughter\(\{M.Catharina\}\) there in 1762. Lutheran, from\(^{UC}\) either Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate or Kurpfalz, they arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762 and in June 1765 with wife Vogel\(\{M.Sophia\}\) (Reformed) and 1 daughter he last registered in Denmark. Before 1775 they had settled in Grimm (1775 census #81) (EEE p.583). By 1798 he was still in Grimm, daughter \{M.Catharina\} was in Dietel, and daughter \{M.Elisabetha\} was in Sewald (Mai1798:Gm119, Dt11, & Sd33).

**Schmall**\(^{FN}\): said by the Messer FSL to be from\(^{UC}\) Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned). In 1798 the family name was spelled Schmal and the wife’s maiden name was given as Becker (Mai1798:Ms29).

**Schmal**\(^{FN}\): said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be from\(^{UC}\) Villach, Oesterreich.

**Schmal**\(^{FN}\): said by the 1798 Schwab census to be the maiden name of frau Guenther (Mai1798:Sp17).

**Schmalnau**\(^{GL}\), Hessen is 7.7 miles SE of Fulda, and is said by the Roethling FSL to be home\(^{UC}\) to a Neuhard family.

**Schmalz**\(^{FN}\): said by the Brabander FSL to be from\(^{UC}\) Eschenbach, [Kur]-Bayern. Spelled Schmelzer and Schmalzel in 1798 (Mai1798:Bs60). Also known in 1790 (Mai1798:Ms361).

**Schmalz/Schmalzel**\(^{A.Maria}\): of Brabandar (on the Volga) married Kintschler\(\{Kilianus/Kilian\}\) in 1790 (Mai1798:Ms361).

**Schmalz**\(^{FN\{Josef\}}\): KS154 says he is listed by the Roethling/Semenowka FSL #? to be from\(^{UC}\) Kappel, Oesterreich or Kappel, Simmern (Hunsrueck). Check T3559.
Schmalz\textsuperscript{FN}: this family name was found recorded in Schlitz marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
Schmalzel\textsuperscript{FN}: see Schmalz.
Schmatz\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Alsfeld. In 1798 the family name was spelled Schmid (Mai1798:P62).
Schmauder\{A.Maria\}: Dorothy Brandner reports she was both born 1 Aug 1764 and later married Stroh\{Berhard Jakob, both in Buehl, Weissenburg, Elsass\} (Les Archives Departementales du Bas-Rhin:Buehl, BMS 1736-1822, 3 E 67/3, pp. 30b), dying in Glueckstal (FHL 1882649/3-240-62).
Schmeel\{J.Peter\}: KS155 says he was from Treisbach near Marburg.
Schmeher\{J.Jacob\}: was a godparent at the 1 July 1766 Luebeck baptism of a Pricht son (Mai\&Marquardt\#1232). Said by KS155 to be Schmeer from Heddersdorf, Hersfeld-Hesse – information supplied by Teri Helzer, AHSGR Oberdorf village coordinator, in part from her family chart. On 29 Aug 1766 Schmerr\{Johann\}, wife \{Anna\} and 3 children arrived in Russia; he said to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Hesse (Kulberg\#3616). Not found in T. By 15 Aug. 1767 Schmeer\{Jacob\}, wife \{Anna\} and 3 children had settled at Norka FSL \#143, he said to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Hesse. In 1798 he was a widower still in Norka (Mai1798:Nr191).
Schmeher: go to Schmeer.
Schmeious\{A.Margaretha\}: KS155 says she was from\textsuperscript{UC} Hesse Darmstadt \{Landgraviate\} territories. Married Hinder\{Johannes\} in Buedingen 3 March 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#361). Not found in any later source.
Schmeidmuhl\textsuperscript{IL}: see Schneidemuelh.
Schmella\{GL\}-bei-Altenburg: see Schmala.
Schmeltzer: see Schmelzel.
Schmelzer\{Johann\}: spelled Schmeltzer in 1767 (T4947-4948). Found in no FSL; in Luzern in 1798 with no earlier colony indicated; so was likely among the Luzern first settlers.
Schmelzer\textsuperscript{FN}: also see Schmalz and Schmizler.
Schmelzle\textsuperscript{FN}: listed by KS\#427 without origin, this widow (who married Herr Sattler) was said by the 1816 Kassel census \#68 to be came from\textsuperscript{UC} Aach, Freudenstein \{Amt\}, Wuerttemberg.
Schmelzinger\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Brabander FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Helmsbach?, Kurpfalz. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
Schmer\textsuperscript{FN}: see Schmeer.
Schmerbeck\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Rosenheim FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Troendheim?, Norwegen with the wife’s maiden name given as Uldren.
Schmerlecke\{GL\}: see Schmierlach.
Schmerr: go to Schmeer.
Schmerz\textsuperscript{FN}: see Stuertz.
Schmick\{Catharina\}: Bonner found that the Huettenegas marriage record of the Balzer Roehrig/Roehrich couple (FSL \#91) said that frau Rohrigh (nee Schmick) was from\textsuperscript{UC} Liebloch, Menoholtz.
Schmick\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Frank FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Salzing(?), Sachsen.
Schmick\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Kutter FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned).
Schmick\{A.Margaretha\}: daughter of J.Henrich of Lieblos and godmother at the 4 June 1766 baptism of Hohenstein\{A.Margaretha\} in Buedingen (Mai\&Marquardt\#1207).
Schmick\{Magdalene/M.Magdalena\}: daughter of Philip (who was from Buedingen) from\textsuperscript{UC} Ettenheim near Strasburg in Elsass married Iserle\{Peter\} 19 May 1766 in Buedingen (Mai\&Marquardt\#264 and KS119 \& 136). KS155 has M.Magdalena. They have not been found in any printed FSL.
Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}: go to Schmidt.
Schmiddorf\textsuperscript{GL}: see Schmiddtor.
Schmidt/Schmid/Schmied/Schmitt: are all interfiled in the following:
Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{J.Herman?\}: said by the Bangert FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kleeberg, Wetterau, Darmstadt. In 1798 the wife’s maiden name is given as Roehrig (Mai1798:Bg13).
Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Katharina\}: said by the Bangert FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kleeberg, Wetterau, Darmstadt. This widow surely had died before the 1798 Volga census.
Schmidt[FN]{Peter}: said by the Bangert FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kleeburg, Wetterau, Darmstadt. For 1798 possibly see Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{Bg}9.

Schmidt[FN]{Antony}: KS\textsuperscript{155} says he was from Hamburg heading for Bauer. Said by the Bauer FSL #31 to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Hamburg with a Kritt step-daughter in the household. For 1798 see Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{Br}17 and 44.

Schmidt[FN] (Dionysius): KS\textsuperscript{427} says his and a son's origin was Moessingen, Tuebingen [Amt]. Wuerttemberg, which origin was proven by the GCRA using FHL 1,457,930 and 1,487,469. Two sons are listed in the Bergdorf census with no origin given.

Schmidt[FN]{Hermann}: said by KS\textsuperscript{429} to have come from\textsuperscript{UC} Ellnrode, Frankenberg [Amt], Hesse and went to Bergdorf. The GCRA established that this man never came to Bergdorf.

Schmidt[FN]{Johann}: son-in-law of Pfeifer [Gottfried] listed by the Bergdorf 1816 census (KS:661, 427) without origin.

Schmidt[FN]{J.Adam aka Heinr.}: probably born in the Elsass, he emigrated from Langenkandel [aka Kandel], Gernersheim [Amt], Pfalz to Bergdorf as proven by GCRA using FHL 193,931. See their book for detail.

Schmidt(t)[FN]{J.Gottlieb}: said by the Bergdorf 1858 census to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Bieselsberg, Calw [Amt], Wuerttemberg.

Schmidt[FN]{Gottlieb}: Anhalt-Dessau archival records say this young man came from\textsuperscript{Prussia} and left from Oranienbaum, Dessau for Russia in 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#1150). He may have arrived single in Russia on 12 Sept 1766 (Kulberg\textsuperscript{7268}). Not found in T. A single man said by the Recruiter Beauregard list to have come from\textsuperscript{UC} Schieritz, with the added note that in 1768 he moved into Biberstein (Lk\textsuperscript{156}); so he probably was among the first settlers in Biberstein. In 1798 he was in Dietel (Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{D}t68).

Schmidt[FN]{J.Christian}: said by the Boaro FSL #20 to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Wendenburg(?), Nassau. According to a Luebeck ML this man married Wassau [Charlotte Kathar.] 30 May 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#70). Spelled Schmidt in 1798 (Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{B}x19).

Schmidt[FN]{J.Christian}: said by the Boaro FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Wenzlow. David F. Schmidt proved his, and {J.Friedrich}'s births in Gorau. They likely died prior to the 1798 census.

Schmidt[FN]{J.Friedrich}: said by the Boaro FSL #43 to be have been born in Gorau and to have left\textsuperscript{UC} Rehsen, Dessau for Russia (Mai\&Marquardt\#1149). In 1798 his wife's maiden name was said to be Julius (Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{B}x45,32). Anhalt-Dessau archives say the was a soldier in a Prussian Battalion stationed in Brietzen, but born in Gorau, who left from Rehsen for Russia with a wife, one son and two daughters (Mai\&Marquardt\#1149 KS\textsuperscript{155}).

Schmidt[FN]{Georg}: said by the Boaro FSL to be a stepson living in a Bueter family that was from\textsuperscript{UC} Schleusingen, Sachsen. For 1774 and 1798 see Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{Mv}285, Ka2.

Schmidt[FN]{J.Christian}: said by the Boaro FSL to be an orphan living in a Boch family that was from\textsuperscript{UC} Gohren, Dessau. For 1772 and 1798 see Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{Mv}275 and Ka1.

Schmidt[FN]{J.Michael}: said by the Boaro FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Silenburg(?). Still in Boaro in 1798 and his wife's maiden name is given as Mueller (Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{B}x48).

Schmidt[FN]{J.Peter}: said by the Boaro FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Jambin(?) (no locality mentioned). For various family members in 1778, 1791 and 1798 see (Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{Mv}293, Mv1216, Pl4, Ps49, Ka124).

Schmidt[FN]{Johannes}: said by the Boaro FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Winterstein.

Schmidt[FN]{Maria}: according to the Boaro FSL she was the step-daughter of a Reichert man from\textsuperscript{UC} Bingen, Kurmainz. For 1798 see Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{B}x9.

Schmidt[FN]{Maria}: said by the 1798 Boaro census to be the maiden name of frau Holzhausen (Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{B}x17).

Schmidt[FN]{M.Dorthea}: said to be the maiden name of the wife of a Mueller of Boaro (Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{B}x18).

Schmidt[FN]{Marianna}: from\textsuperscript{UC} Kurpfalz a Luebeck ML said she married 2 Oct 1765 Koenig [J.Jakob] (Mai\&Marquardt\#1176). By 27 Aug 1766 {Jacob & Maria} and 1 infant had settled at Boregard FSL #15, he said to be from Holzhaim. In 1798 he was still living in Boregard but with a new younger Neumann bride {A.Maria} from Naeb (Mai\textsuperscript{1798}:	extsuperscript{Bo}17).

Schmidt[FN]{Caspar}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Boregard FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Wuerzburg. I could not find them in Mai\textsuperscript{1798}.

Schmidt[FN]{PhilippW.}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Boregard FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Frankfurt-am-
Main. The 1798 Boregard census gives the wife’s maiden name as Dietrich (Mail1798:Bo29).

Schmidt^2{Anton}: said by the Brabander FSL to be from \cite{UC} Wisenheim?, Romenburg?. I could not find them in Mail1798.

Schmidt{Christian}: by 11 Aug 1767 with wife {Elisabeth}, an infant son and a teenaged neice, this Catholic man had settled at Brabander FSL #26, he said to be from Mirten{?), Lothringen.. For 1798 see Mail1798:Bn40 and possibly Bn64. He may have been the one said to be from UC Langd who married Rohn (Eliesabetha} 16 Apr 1766 in Buedingen (Mail&Marquardt#542).

Schmidt^2{Christoph}: said by the Brabander FSL to be from \cite{UC} Oberdiebach\?, Kurmainz. They probably died prior to the 1798 censuses.

Schmidt^2{J.Adam}: said by the Brabander FSL to be from \cite{UC} Indling, Wuerzburg. Frau Schmidt’s maiden name was given as Ganvaka (Mail1798:Bn74).

Schmidt^2{Johannes}: said by the Brabander FSL to be from \cite{UC} Winterstein. He probably died prior to the 1798 censuses.

Schmidt^2{Simon}: said by the Brabander FSL to be from \cite{UC} Posen, Polen. I could not find them in Mail1798.

Schmidt^2{Michael}: said by the Cheisol FSL to be from \cite{UC} Saarburg, [Kur-]Trier. I could not find them in Mail1798.

Schmidt^2{Matthias}: said by the Dietel FSL to be from \cite{UC} Kork, Darmstadt. In 1798 the [2nd?] wife’s maiden name was given as Roehl (Mail1798:Dt47); for other family members see Mv401, 431, Mr21, and possibly Dt83? A Schmidt{Matheas}, a Prussian recruit, married in Buedingen in 1766 a Steinmarck woman [1st wife?] said to be from \cite{UC} Kellergasse (Mail&Marquardt#607).

Schmidt{Gottlob}: Anhalt-Desau archival materials report that he was from Oranienbaum having from come there from Prussia (Mail&Marquardt#1150). Not found in any published FSL but he may be listed in 1798 in Dietel (Mail1798:Dt68).

Schmidt^2{Johann(es)}: said by the Doenhof FSL to be from \cite{UC} Darmstadt (no locality mentioned). The wife’s maiden name was given as Sinner in 1798 (Mail1798:Dh100). Said to be from UC Ammerbach, Breuberg [Condominium], this man married in 1766 in Buedingen Walther{Eva M.} (Mail&Marquardt#619). KS155 has Angersbach near Lauterbach, and Walter.

Schmidt{M.Susanna}: Gerhard Lang said she was born in Ehrstaedt on 22 June 1733 and later married Detterer{J.Adam} there. They later lived in Doenhof. For more detail go to http://cvgs.euportland.edu/origins/d/detterer_doenhof.cfm.

Schmidt^2{Sam.Gottf.}: said by the Dreispitz FSL to be from \cite{UC} Breslau, Schlesien. He probably died prior to the 1798 censuses.

Schmidt{Paul}: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL to be from \cite{UC} Schwarzenbach. I could not find them in Mail1798.

Schmidt^2{Christian}: said by the Frank FSL to be from Sprendlingen, Isenburg-[Birstein]. Doris Evans says that research done by Ruth Froelke for the Frank Research Fund confirms that this man was born in 1725 in Sprendlingen and in 1749 married a Blebschmid woman, also in Sprendlingen. For 1798 see Mail1798:Fk66, 50 and possibly 67?.

Schmidt^2{Peter}: said by the Frank FSL to be from \cite{UC} Lenrot(?), Freie Adelprovinz der alten Ritter(?). For 1798 see Mail1798:Fk44, 63).

Schmidt: said by the Franzosen FSL to be the maiden name of frau Bougie.

Schmidt{A.Catharina}: Dick Kraus proved her March 1753 Mittel-Seemen [Stolberg-Gedern County] parish marriage to Schott {J.Jacob} her father being {J.Conrad}. She, Jacob and children are found in the Galka FSL #47.

Schmidt^2{Kaspar/Caspar}: Lutheran, from \cite{UC} Ochsenburg, Wuerttemberg, arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in July 1761. In April 1765 with wife {A.Maria} and 4 children, he requested permission to leave Denmark (EEE pp.584-585). By April 1766 they had settled in Galka FSL #31 which said he was from \cite{UC} Otzberg, Wittenberg, likewise son {Nicolaus} at #30 and son {Michael} at #32. For 1798 see (Mail1798:Gk8).

Schmidt^2{Michael}: said by the Galka FSL to be from \cite{UC} Otzberg, Wittenberg. For 1797 and 1798 see Mail1798: Mv68, 685, Kf52, and 68).

Schmidt^2{Nicolaus}: Lutheran, a son of {Caspar/Kaspar} from \cite{UC} Ochsenburg Amt, Wuerttemberg arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in July 1761. In May 1765 he deserted Denmark...
By April 1766 he had settled in Galka FSL #30 which said he was from Utzberg, Wittenberg. For 1796 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv681, Gk3, 9, 26, 46, Mo13, and Db48.

Schmidt FN: listed by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:670, 429) with no origin. Using FHL, the GCRA proved origin in Endersbach, Waiblingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. See the GCRA book for more details. Also spelled Schmidt.

Schmidt FN: this woman married Hohnecker and then Meier of Glueckstal; the GCRA proved her origin in Neipperg, Heilbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg. Using FHL, 1,184,764, see the GCRA book for detail.

Schmidt FN: said by the Goebel FSL to be from Ebensfeld, Bamberg. For 1798 see Mai1798: Gb52.

Schmidt FN: said by the Graf FSL to be from Ulm. For 1789 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv1204, Gf29 and possibly Gf8.

Schmied, FN: was wife to Dumler FN; this couple settled in Grimm 1775 census #51.

Schmidt FN: said by the Grimm FSL to be from Darmstadt (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Gm85 and possibly Gm47 and 93.

Schmidt FN: said by the Grimm FSL to be from Ruedesheim, Imkelburg (?). I could not find him in Mai1798.

Schmidt FN: said by the Grimm FSL to be from Darmstadt (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798: Gm38.

Schmidt FN: these boys not found in an FSL but were in the 1775 Grimm census #36 and 162. For 1798 see Mai1798: Gm8, 21, and 64. See next entry.

Schmidt FN: Lutheran from Baden-Durlach Magravitate arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in July 1761. With wife {Dorothea} and 3 children, requested permission to leave Denmark in May 1765. Turned up in the Grimm 1775 census #36 (EE p.587).

Schmidt/Schmid FN: arrived in South Russia in 1818 and 1819; later settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found by Curt Renz in Pfalzgrafenweiler, Freudenstadt Oberamt, Wuerttemberg.

Schmidt FN: said by the Hildmann FSL to be from Stein. However his brother {Christopher} in Koehler was said to have come from Salmuenster. For 1794 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv703 and Hd16.

Schmidt FN: Lutheran, from Erbach County, was in a Danish colony by Dec. 1760. In Jan 1765 with wife {M.Margaretha}, 2 children, and his sister (A.Maria), he requested permission to leave Denmark. By May 1766 he was at Kronstadt, and in August 1766 in Oranienbaum he signed a pledge to settle in Hirschenhof colony, Latvia (EE p.588).

Schmidt/Schmid FN: married Hirsch {A.Margaretha} in Rossau 1 June 1666 (Mai&Marquardt#994. KS135 &155 have the wrong year: 1765. On 15 Sept 1766 Schmidt {Nicolaus & Margaretha} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Trier (Kulberg6781). Later in 1766 he and wife {Margretha} with no children took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T3548-3549). By 11 Sept 1767 they had settled at Hoelzel FSL #22, he said to be from Wochern, Lothringen (Mai&Marquardt#994). They had traveled and settled in company with the family listed next here, whereas another couple with the same given names {Nicolaus & Margaretha} had not so traveled (Kulberg7681). I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt FN: On 15 Sept 1766 Schmidt {Feodor & Maria} and daughter {Barbara} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Solms (Kulberg6785). Later in 1766 {Theodosius}, wife {Maria} with daughter {Barbara} took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T3550-3552). By 11 Sept 1767 {Theodor}, wife and daughter had settled at Hoelzel FSL #27, he said to be from Buchhorn, Lothringen. For 1788 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv929 and Hh6.

Schmidt FN: settled in Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia; proved by Curt Renz to be from Moessingen.
Tuebingen Oberamt, Wuerttemberg.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{LN}\{A.Elisabeth\}: married Heidenreich\{J.Ernest\} in Buedingen 17 April 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#545 & KS155). Not found in Kulberg or in T. In 1798 he was died and one of his sons is in Huck with his second wife who had remarried (Mai1798:Hk4).

Schmidt\textsuperscript{LN}\{A.Margaretha\}: said by Kuhlberg\textsuperscript{3146} to have come from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned) and shown by the Huck FSL have married Herr Stellmann adding her two daughters as step-daughters in his household. In Mai1798.(Nr154) the eldest daughter was in Norka using Stellman as her maiden name.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{LN}\{Cunigunde\}: the 1798 Husaren census gives this as Herr Winter's wife's maiden name (Mai1798:Hn9).

Schmitt/Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Catharina E.\}: from\textsuperscript{UC} Oberau in the area of Friel\textsuperscript{dberg}, married in Buedingen 27 June 1766 married Daubert\{Nikolaus\} (Mai\&Marquardt\#716). KS155 has her name as Schmidt and the place was near Buedingen. Not found in Kulberg. In 1766 in Oranianbaum with her husband and his Schneider nephew\{J.Adam\}, she took transport for the Volga (T6916-6918). By 16 Sept 1767 they had settled at Jagodnaja Poljana FSL \#9 and 9a. For 1798 see Mai1798:Yp57 where the wife's maiden name is given as Heimann.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Rudolph\}: said by the Jost FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Mecklenburg-Schwerin. For 1798 see Mai1798:Jo17.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Joseph\}: said by the Kamenka FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Hassfurt/Hassfurth. For 1788, 1792 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv1091, 1101, Km43 (the wife's maiden name is given as Tileman?), Sc15, Hd25, Km2, 8 and possibly Hn8?

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Margaretha\}: said by the Kamenka FSL to be from\textsuperscript{MC} Saarouls. For 1798 see Mai1798: Ks38, 14, and possibly 73?.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Nicolaus\}: said by the Kamenka FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Sierck/Sirsk(?), Frankreich. For possible 1798 see Mai1798:Hn8?

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Eva Maria\}: said by both a Luebeck ML in 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#175) and the 1798 Graf census (Mai1798:Gf22) to be the maiden name of the widow who married Mueller\{Konrad\} of Kano.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Kaspar\}: said by the Kano FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Vetzberg\textsuperscript{2Gi}, [Nassau-Weilburg Principality]?. For 1798 see Mai1798:Kn14, Er15, and possibly Bs45 or Sh43???. Bill Pickelhaupt says he found this man's origin.

Schmidt\{Friedrich\}\textsuperscript{FN}: listed in the 1816 Kassel census (#39) but the GCRA has Schmidt here is a typo for Schmait.

Schmidt\{J.Georg\}\textsuperscript{FN}: listed by both the 1816 Kassel census (#23) and KS:427 without origin. The GCRA found in Groembach, South Prussia records that he may have been from\textsuperscript{UC} Wuerttemberg, no locality given. Also spelled Schmied. See the GCRA book for more.

Schmidt\{Peter\}\textsuperscript{FN}: listed by the 1816 Kassel census (#64) without origin. No information in the GCRA book.

Schmidt\{Simon, Margaretha, Michael, E.Elisabeth\}\textsuperscript{FN}: listed except for Simon by the 1816 Kassel census (#70) without origin. Using FHL\#1,189,181 the GCRA proved origin in Brombach, Heddesheim [Amt], Heidelberg [Oberamt], Baden. See their book for more.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{A.Elisabeth\}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be the maiden name of Frau Trippel. She surely had died prior to the 1798 censuses.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{G.Ludwig\}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Westenburg(?), Leiningen. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Herman\}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Gera, Thueringen. For 1798 see Mai1798:Mv1202, and Ri20.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{J.Andreas\}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Streetz, Sachsen with a Vogt wife from\textsuperscript{UC} Pfalz. I could not find them in Mai1798.
Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[J.Dorothea]: a Luebeck ML says this woman married a Ruesener man in 1766; by 1767 this couple was in Katharinenstadt (Mai&Marquardt\#126). See Ohschmidt.

Schmitt/Schmidt [A.Maria]: of Alsheim married Mildenberger [Jacob] there 8 July 1756 and in 1798 was living in her Mildenberger son’s household at Kz08.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Ulrich]: said by the Kautz FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Schleitheim. For 1798 see Mai1798:Kz13.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Johannes] and [Lorenz]: said by the Keller FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Bommersheim, Kurmainz. For [Lorenz] in 1788 and 1798 see (Mai1798:Mv1861 and Bn55). I could not find the other family in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Michael]: said by the Keller FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Gross Winterbach, Kurpfalz. For 1791 and 1798 see (Mai1798:Mv1871 and Ps48).

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Christoph]: said by the Koehler FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Salmuenster; for 1798 see Mai1798:Kl48. Also said by the Koehler FSL to be the maiden name of frau Seipel\{Sibilla\}. His brother [Martin] settled in Hildmann and was said to have come from Stein.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Johann]: said by the Koehler FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Fulda (no locality given), and his frau’s maiden name was given as Faustlich (no origin given). For 1792 and 1798 possibly see Mai1798:Mv1321 and Hd4; for 1798 see Kl153 and possibly Kl12.

Schmidt [Katharina]: given as the maiden name of the wife of Ruhl [Lorenz] (Mai1798:Kl168).

Schmidt [Sibilla]\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Koehler FSL to be the maiden name of frau Seipel whose husband was said to have come from Salmuenster.

Schmidt [Eliesabetha]: married Wilhelm [Phillips] in Buedingen 5 March 1766 (Mai&Marquardt\#369 & KS164). On 18 June 1766 this couple and his brother-in-law [Johann] had arrived in Russia (Kulberg1056). Not found in T. By 13 May 1767 she, her husband and an infant son had settled at Kolb FSL #20. In 1798 this couple was still living in Kolb \{Mai1798:Ko27\}.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Johannes]: said by the Kolb FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Rossbach(?), Hanau. For 1798 see Mai1798: Fk66.

Schmidt [A.Barbara]: The 1798 Kraft census (Mai1798:Kf58) says this was the maiden name of frau Schreiner [J.Heinrich]; this couple settled in Kraft FSL \#14.

Schmidt [A.Maria]: from\textsuperscript{UC} Heuchelmannskirchen married Ruhl [Andreas] in Buedingen 14 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt\#646 & KS152). Mai&Marquardt seem to suggest that this marriage entry may have been a mistake, which was then corrected by Mai&Marquardt\#648: Lotz [A.Maria] married Ruhl [J.Andreas] in Buedingen 14 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt\#648). I tend to think the man in 628 was not the man in 646 since there also are the following two separate entries for arrival in Russia: On 29 Aug 1766 with wife \{Anna\}, Riel [Ruhl]\{Andreas\} a Lutheran smith arrived in Russia, he said to be from Darmstadt (Kulberg3644); and also on 29 Aug 1766 with wife \{Anna\}, Ruhl\{Andreas\} a Lutheran farmer arrived in Russia, he said to be from Darmstadt (Kulberg3622). One of these two couples surely was the couple who settled at Kraft FSL \#10.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Johann]: said by the Kraft FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kirchdorf. For 1798 possibly, see Mai1798: Kf43, 51 and 54.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Sebastian]: said by the Kraft FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Burgsinn. For 1798 see Mai1798:Kf25 and 17.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Bartholomeus]: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Lauterbach, Riedesel. For 1798 see Mai1798:Nb34.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Christian]: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Darmstadt (no locality mentioned). For 1796 and 1798 see Mai1798:Mv1229, Ks76, 114, Rw38, 17 and 40.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[J.Peter]: according to the Krasnoyar FSL this step-son was living in a Gross household from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg-Buedingen \{County\}. I could not find him in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Johannes]: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Erbach(?), Weilburg They probably died prior to the 1798 censuses.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[Anton]: said by Kuhlberg6414 and the Kutter FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned). For descendants in 1798 see Mai1798:Kt8, 40 and 56.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}[J.Heinrich]: said by Kuhlberg6415 and the Kutter FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned). For descendants in 1798 see Mai1798:Kt39 and Hk42.

Schmidt [Nicol.]: of\textsuperscript{UC} Schluesselfeld witness at the wedding of Lenszer[Kuniguinde] 5 May 1766 in Wohrd (Mai&Marquardt\#792). The married couple settled in Laub.
Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Peter\}: said by Kuhlberg\textsuperscript{6416} and the Kutter FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned). They probably had died prior to the 1798 censuses.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{J.Friedrich\}: said by the Laub FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Langenhain, Darmstadt. In 1798 the wife's maiden name was given as Funk (Mai1798:Lb19).

Schmidt(M.Agnesa/Marianna(\?)): from\textsuperscript{UC} Mehlerey\textsuperscript{94}, married Laub\{Henrich\} in Friedberg 15 Aril 1766 (Mai&Marquardt\#313). She may also have been called \{Marianna\} because by 4 July 1767 \{J.Heinrich\} arrived in Russia with wife \{Marianna\} and 2 children (Kulberg\#2138). Not found in T. By 12 July 1767 with husband \{J.Heinrich\} and 3 children, \{Magdalena\} had settled at Laub FSL #1

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Christina\}: said by the Lauwe FSL to be a step-daughter living in the Goeringen household. This indicates that frau Goeringen was formerly frau Schmidt. I could not find this girl in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Johannes\}: said by the Lauwe FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Sleigouim?, Fraenkischen Ritterkreis. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ps10.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Melchior\}: said by the Lauwe FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Sasa?, Darmstadt; a Bohlenger step-son was living in the Schmidt household which would imply that frau Schmidt was formerly Frau Bohlenger. For 1798 see Mai1798:Lw21.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{J.Adam, Maria, A.Katharina\}: said by the Leitsinger FSL to be step-children in the Greich? household. For a possible 1798 see Mai1798:Hk47.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Maria\}: a widow said by the Louis FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Gruensfeld, Wuerzburg; a Wals step-son lived with her. She surely died prior to the 1798 censuses.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{A.Maria\}: said in the 1798 Luzern census to be the wife of Grissbach\{Philipp\} (Mai1798:Lz13); probably among the first Luzern settlers.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Johann\}: said by the Recruiter Beauregard list to have been from\textsuperscript{UC} Bamberg\{Bishopric\} (Lk38). In 1798 he was in Koehlern which census had said he had come there from Luzern (Mai1798:Kl92 with a likely son at Kl38); has not been found in any FSL and no earlier colony is mentioned, so he may well have been among the Luzern first settlers.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Johannes\}: said by the Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been from\textsuperscript{UC} Waldhurn? \{Lk97\} and to have gone to Luzern in 1768. So they surely were among the Luzern first settlers. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Johannes\}: said by the Mariental FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Blieskastel. For 1798 see Mai1798:Km11.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{A.Margaretha\}: said by the Messer FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned), the orphaned daughter of colonist Christoph Schmidt. I could not find her in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Christoph\}: see Schmidt\{A.Margaretha\} of Messer.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Daniel\}: Kulberg\#51 says he is living in the Rady household. Not found in T. The Messer FSL (#27a) says he was Rady\{Miliseder\}’s brother-in-law [and so brother of frau Rady]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ms5.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Dorothea E.\}: said by the 1798 Messer census to be the maiden name of frau Rady (Mai1798:Ms31).

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{J.Georg\}: a son of \{Melchior\} from\textsuperscript{UC} Klein Gartach, Brackenheim, Wurtemberg he met up with his wife and child at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in Oct 1762, having arrived at Flensburg in June 1762. In June 1763 with wife and 2 children he was given permission to leave Denmark \{EEE p.586\}. By July 1766 they were settled in Messer FSL #6 which said he was from\textsuperscript{UC} Wurtemberg (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Ms51 (where the wife’s maiden name is given as Redel) and possibly Fz8??.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Heinrich\}: said by the Messer FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Fz26.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Peter\}: said by the Messer FSL to be a step-son living in the Klapp household. I could not find him in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Philipp\}: said by the Messer FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Ms30.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}\{Thomas\}: said by the Messer FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Ms21, 23, Gm89 and possibly Sp34??
Schmidt: a Luebeck ML says this woman married a Schneider man in 1766; by 1767 this couple was in Mueller (Mai&Marquadt#266).

Schmidt: married Mueller [Adolph] in Buedingen 16 Apr 1766 (Mai&Marquadt#539). On 9 Aug 1766 [A.Elisabeth] & he arrived in Russia, he said to be from Homburg, Hessen (Kulberg#3863 & KS146 & 155). Not found in T. By 16 Aug 1767 they had settled at Mueller FSL #1, he said to be from UC Homburg.

Schmidt: from UC Kirtorff she married Geist [Johannes] 15 May 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquadt#651). KS155 has [A.Katharina]. They are listed in the Mueller FSL (#36). KS129 says she was from UC Kirtorff near Std. Alsfeld. The 1798 Mueller census as the maiden name of Buxmann's wife (Mail798:MI35). Check T691, 3323, & 3294.

Schmidt: from Fulla married in Luebeck 17 July 1766 Schneider [J.Georg] said to be from Darmstadt [Landgrafate] (Mai&Marquadt#266). By 16 Aug 1767 [Georg & Barbara] had settled at Mueller FSL #11, he said to be from Zell. In 1798 she was age 55, the widow of Schneider [J.Georg], and the wife of Weisbender [J. Konrad] (Mail798:MI34).

Schmidt: said by the 1798 Neidermonjou census to be the maiden name of frau Markoler? (Mail798:Nm41).

Schmidt: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from UC Hannover. I could not find them in Mail798.

Schmidt: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from UC Lindheim?. For 1798 see Mail798:Kai10.

Schmidt: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from UC Pfaffenwiesbach. For a possible 1798 see Mail798:Sn2?.

Schmidt: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from UC Biskirchen, [Solms-]Braunfels [County]. KS155 says he came from Biskirchen near Wetzlar. For 1798 see Mail798:Nm46 and probably Nm55.

Schmidt: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from UC Hessen-Darmstadt. I could not find them in Mail798.

Schmidt: and his brothers said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from UC Hessen-Darmstadt and to be step sons of Herr Salorkube. For 1798 see Mail798:Nm16 and Dr14.

Schmidt: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from UC Lichbach?. I could not find them in Mail798.

Schmidt: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from UC Romrod, which Kulberg said was in Darmstadt. For 1798 see Mail798:Bx4. He was a god-parent in Luebeck 30 June 1766 in a Jerich baptism (Mai&Marquadt#1320).

Schmidt: listed by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#9, 11) and KS:427 (which mistakenly gives the census number as 110 instead of 9) without origin. The GCRA believes she married a Schmid in Neu-Verbas, and possibly, earlier, a Schlaht in Torschau, Hungary, before marrying Hauser (census #11) in Neudorf. See the GCRA book for more.

Schmidt: listed by the 1816 Neudorf census (#110) without origin. He evidently married an Ahl widow in Hilsbach, South Prussia sometime 1806-1808. See the GCRA book for more.

Schmidt: son of [Barbara] from UC Wuerettemberg arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762. In 1765 he requested permission to leave Denmark. Later he was recorded in the church books of Neu-Saratowka colony near St. Petersburg (EEE p.584).

Schmidt: married Hassenplugh/Hassenplug [J.Heinrich] in Buedingen 29 May 1766 (Mai&Marquadt#673). By Aug. 1767 she was a Hassenplug widow settled at Norka FSL #144 which said she was from UC Hessen. I did not identify her in Mail798.

Schmidt: of Elm, Brandenstein, a suburb of Schleuchtern father of [A.Maria] who married Herber [J. Conrad] in Schlitz 22 July 1766 (Mai&Marquadt#732). Not identified in any
published FSL.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Ulrich}: said by the Norka FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Hanau [County] (no locality mentioned). The 1798 Norka census gives his wife’s maiden name as Klin? (Mai1798:Nr46, for possible else see Mv1982 and Ms15).

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Anna Maria}: said by the Ober-Monjou 1798 census to be the maiden name of frau Abt (Mai1798:Ls26).

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Joseph}: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Albstadt? with a

Stupart/Stuppert {Johannes} orphan in the household. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Gottlieb}: said by the Overflow FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Schieritz. For 1798 see Mai1798:Dt68.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Heinrich}: said by the Overflow FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} from Orb. For possible 1798 see Mai1798:Nm52??

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Jacob}: said by the Overflow FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Saalendorf. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Johann}: said by the Overflow FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Bamberg [Bishopric]. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Johannes}: said by the Overflow FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Volkersheim. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Johannes}: said by the Overflow FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Waldhurn?. In 1798 might be Mai1798:Sn2.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Nicolaus}: said by the Overflow FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Fonnershain?. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Anna}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Griesbach. For possible son in 1798 see Mai1798:Dt59??

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Christian}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be a step-son in the Katzenbach houseted. I could not find him in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {J. Just}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Romrod. KS155 says he came from Romrod near Alsfeld. In 1798 see Mai1798:Or18 and possibly Gm4 and Hk47??

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {J. Kaspar}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Grossen Buseck with a Folnis orphan boy in the household. For 1798 perhaps see Mai1798:Kd6??

Schmidt/Smat\textsuperscript{FN} {Johannes}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Alsfeld. For 1798 see Mai1798:Pl62 and perhaps Bb42.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Kaspar}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Steinbach. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Paul}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Leort. For 1798 see Mai1798:Bb42.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}: see Schmat of Paulskaya.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {J. Peter}: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Fulda. For 1792 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv2263, 2270, Pf4(which gave the wife’s maiden name as Ofelsin), Bn13 and 48.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Sebastian}: said by the Philippsfeld FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Lingelbach, [Hessen-Kassel Langgraviate]. For 1786 and 1798 see respectively Mai1798:Mv2309 and Er3 and Pl34.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {J. Heinrich}: listed with his Simmel wife in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list (pb12) with no origin mentioned ; was not be found in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {J. Just}: said by the Preuss FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Ginseldorf/Hintzendorf, Kurmainz. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ps62.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Johannes}: said by the Preuss FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Oberursel, [Kur]-Mainz. For 1798 see Mai1798:Bn15.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Peter}: said by the Preuss FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Weilmunden. I couls not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Wilhelm}: said by the Reinhardt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Stargard, [Farther Pommern, Kur-]Brandenburg. In 1798 see Mai1798:Sf6 and possibly Sf35.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Martin}: arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1761. With wife, child and sister-in-law Eilingen[Elisabet] he requested permission to leave Denmark in May 1765. Later they settled in Riebensdorf colony, Woronesh (EEF p.587).

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN} {Gottfried}: said by the Rosenheim FSL to be a step-son in the Treu household. For 1790 and 1798 see Mai1798:Mv2473, Nm38, and Rm30.
Schmidt FIN: said by the Schaefer FSL to be from UC Gruenberg, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate?]. For 1798 see Mai1798:S35.

Schmidt [A. Elisabeth] FIN: the wife was said by the Schaefer FSL to be from UC Oldenburg, Holstein [- Gottorp Duchy].

Schmidt [A. Maria] FIN: this woman who married a Herber man in Schlitz, Hessen is said to have been from UC Elm, Brandenstein (Mai&Marquardt#732). Her deceased Herbert husband seems to be mentioned in Schaefer in 1798 (Mai1798:Sf21).

Schmidt/Schmid [Andreas]: Catholic, from Michelstadt, Erbach County, arrived in Fridericia, Jutland Royal Province in Oct. 1766. In April 1763 with wife {Eva Catharina(?)}, he last reregistered in Denmark. Before 1775 he and son {Johannes} settled in Schilling #38 (1775 Schilling census), while son {Georg} was at #37 (EEE p.584).

Schmidt FIN [Carl F.]: said by the Schwed FSL to come from UC Malmo, Schweden. He probably had died prior to the 1798 censuses.

Schmidt FIN: said by the 1798 Schuck census to the maiden name of Frau Kohlmann (Mai1798:Su29).

Schmidt FIN: said by the Schwed FSL to be from UC Malmo, Schweden. I could not identify him or any likely descendants in Mai1798.

Schmidt FIN [J. Jacob, Johannes]: said by the Seelmann FSL to step-sons in the Krug household. For 1798 and before 1788 see Mai1798: perhaps Gm64?? and Mv2709.

Schmidt FIN [Lorenz]: said by the Seelmann FSL to be from UC Kronach, Bamberg [Bishopric]. I did not locate them or any descendants in Mai1798.

Schmidt FIN [Anton]: said by the Seewald FSL to come from UC Alsace (no locality mentioned). In 1798 his wife’s maiden name was given as Ziemann (Mai1798:Mr26).

Schmidt [J. Jacob, Johannes] FIN: said by the Seelmann FSL to be step-sons in the Krug household. For 1798 and before 1788 see Mai1798:Mv2709 and maybe Gm64?.

Schmidt FIN [A. Margaretha Barbara]: said by the Luebeck church records to the be maiden name of Frau Stricker [later of Scherbakovka] (Mai&Marquardt#1338).

Schmidt FIN [J. Magall]: said by the Scherbakovka FSL to be from UC Steinhausen. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt FIN [Michael]: said by the first transcription of the Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#44) to be from UC Gening (Pleve gives this as Dienheim). According to a Luebeck ML Schmidt [J. Michel] married in 1766 Schneider [A. Barbara] woman, both from the area of Wurtzpurz (Mai&Marquardt#245). For 1798 see Mai1798:Ks17 and 63.

Schmidt FIN [Peter]: said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be from UC Kiel, [Holstein-Gottorp Duchy]. For 1798 see Mai1798:St32.

Schmidt FIN [Christopher]: said by the Straub FSL to be a brother-in-law and a sister-in-law of Herr Straub [J. Heinrich] living in his household, implying that his wife was earlier Frau Schmidt. In the Pleve book, Schmidt was misspelled as Straub.

Schmidt FIN [Daniel]: said by the Straub FSL to be a single brother-in-law living in the Baeccker [Nicolaus] household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Sr29.

Schmidt FIN [Franz C.]: said by the Susannental FSL to be from UC Kemel, [Katzenelnbogen County, Hessen-Kassel Landgr.]. For 1784, 1790 and 1798 see Mai1798:Mv2872,2880.2887, Ss7,Br13,29 and Bs44. For 1676 see T4377.

Schmidt FIN [Gottfried]: said by the Susannental FSL to be from UC Taubach, Fulda [Bishopric]. For 1790 and 1798 see Mai1798:Mv2879, 2889 and Bt39.

Schmidt [J. Heinrich] FIN: said by the Susannental FSL to be from UC Kemel, [Katzenelnbogen County, Hessen-Kassel Landgr.]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ss2. For 1677 see T4379-80.

Schmidt [J. Peter] FIN: said by the Susannental FSL to be from UC Kemel, [Katzenelnbogen County, Hessen-Kassel Landgr.]. For a possible 1798 see Mai1798:Wt2? For 1798 see T4344-46.

Schmidt FIN [E. Klara]: said by the 1798 Walter census (Wt2) to be “from Straub” but she is not in the Straub FSL. She might be in one of 3 FSL: wr2, nm98, wu13.

Schmidt FIN [Christian]: said by the Susannental FSL to be from UC Hoch-Weisel?, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate]. For 1794 and 1798 see Mai1798:Mv2883,Mn28 and 3; his widow married Herr Rittger. In 1766 in Luebeck he married a Becker woman (Mai&Marquardt#157).

Schmidt FIN [Franz Christian]: said by the Susannental FSL to be from UC Kemel. For 1789, 1790 and 1798...
see Mai1798:Mv2872, 2880, 2887, Ss7, Bt13, 19, Bs44.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Gottfried]}: said by the \textit{Susannental} FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Taubach, Fulda [Bishopric]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Mv2888, Bt39.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[J.Heinrich]}: said by the \textit{Susannental} FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kemel. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ss2.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[J.Peter]}: said by the \textit{Susannental} FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kemel. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[George]}: said (no locality mentioned) by the \textit{Urbach} FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Ansbach [Margraviate]. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Gottfried]}: said by the \textit{Urbach} FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Merschlem?, [Kur-]Brandenburg. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Ludwig]}: said by the \textit{Volmer} FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Heilbronn. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[A.Cornelia]}: according to the \textit{Buedingen} ML this woman from Hanau [County] in 1766 married a \textit{Schiiller} man; by 1767 this couple was in Walter (Mai\&Marquardt\#482).

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[A.Regina]}: a widow said by the Walter FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Hanau [County]. She surely died before the 1798 censuses.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Jacob]}: said by the Walter FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Schoritz?, Prussian Pomerania. In 1798 he may be at Mai1798:Or15?

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Walter FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Shodlinns, Prussian Pomerania. This probably is a different rendering of the previous entry.

Schmitt/Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Walter FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Hanau, Hanau County. Also spelled Schmidt.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Elizabeth]}: said by the 1798 Warenburg census to be the maiden name of frau Get (Mai1798:Wr71).

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Jacob]}: said by the Warenburg FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Lohrbach[\textit{sic}?!], [Hessen-]Darmstadt [Landgrave]. Said by the Schmidt family (Warenburg colony) chart to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Lorsback, Darmstadt. For 1798 see Mai1798:Wr25 and 29, and maybe 46?

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[J.Balthasar]}: of Lollar and in 1754 a godfather in Lollar of Roth\{H.Balzar\} who settled at Warenburg FSL \#88a.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Ludwig]}: said by the Warenburg FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Inkheim?, Hanau [County]. Said by the Schmidt family chart to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Inheim, Hanau. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Nicolaus]}: said by the Warenburg FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Weinheim, which Kuhlberg said was in Franken. For 1798 see Mai1798:Wr84 and maybe 46?

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Johannes]}: possible early settlers of Zuerich said to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Volkersheim (Lk33). For a possible 1798 see Mai1798:Zr19??.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Katharina]}: given in 1798 as the maiden name of the wife of Herr Hellwig (Mai1798:Zr23), possible early settlers of Zuerich. She seems a likely sister to the previous entry – rak.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Nicolaus]}: a probable Zuerich first settler said by said by Recruiter Beauregard's 1768 list (Lk146) to have been from\textsuperscript{UC} Fonnershain?[\textit{sic}] and to have moved to Zuerich in 1768. I could not find him or any likely descendants in Mai1798.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{FN}{[Herman]}: this widower and his son left Zug in 1771 reportedly to go to Katharinenstadt not found in any FSL and not said to have come from any other colony, they may have been Zug first settlers.

Schmidt: KS155 says he was from Wald-Amorbach near Hoechst in Ober-Hessen.

Schmidt: KS155 says he was from Zell near Alsfeld.

Schmied\textsuperscript{[A.Dorothea]}: married Huebert\{J.Carl\} in Rosslau 6 April 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#896).

Schmied\textsuperscript{[A.Elisabeth]}: from\textsuperscript{UC} Bobenhausen on 8 April 1766 in Buedingen married Grunewald\{J.Wilhelm\} from\textsuperscript{UC} Felda near Ulrichstein (Mai\&Marquardt\#499). KS131 said the places were Gross-Felda and Bobenhausen, both near Alsfeld. I did not find them in any published FSL.

Schmidt\textsuperscript{[A.Juliana]}: of Lautenbach married Hagenberg\{Johannes\} 14 June 1766 in Luebeck (Mai\&Marquardt\#249).\{Johann\}, wife \{Anna\} and a daughter arrived in Russia 8 Aug 1766.
Schmidt [A. Margretha Barbara]: wife of Stricker [J. Michael] and mother of their son [J. Ludwig] baptized in Luebeck 30 Aug 1764 (Mai & Marquardt#1338). Not found in any later source.

Schmidt [M.] from UC Burgsinn married Wirth [Johannes] in Buedingen 25 April 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#591). On 8 Aug 1766 [Johann] and wife with no children arrived in Russia, said to be from UC Dienheim (Kulberg#4200). KS164 has “Burgsinn near Gemuendin near the Main [river]”. Not found in any later source.

Schmidt [A. Maria]: from UC Hanau [County] 24 May 1766 in Buedingen married de Lille [Jacque/Jaque Joseph Roselen] (Mai & Marquardt#661). Not found in any later source.


Schmidt [A. Maria]: Caspar+w+3c: Kulberg117 to be from UC Weilburg. Not in T nor in any published FSL.

Schmidt [Christian]: Anhalt-Dessau records report that with wife and 5 children he left Gohrau, Dessau for Russia in 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#1147). Later in 1766 with wife [Maria] and 5 children he arrived in Russia, he said to be from UC Dessau (Kulberg#4230). Later in 1766 with wife and 4 children he took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T4598-4603). Not found in any published FSL.

Schmidt [Christoph]: Anhalt-Dessau records report that he left Woerlitz in 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#1148). On 4 July 1766 with wife [Louisa] and 4 children he arrived in Russia, he said to be from UC Dessau (Kulberg#1532). Not found in any later source.

Schmidt [Dorothee/Dorothea]: from UC Kirtoff married Schmidt [Johannes] in Buedingen 13 May 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#641). KS155 has [Dorothea] and Kirtoff-bei-Alsfeld. On 29 Aug 1766 [Johann & A. Dorothea] with no children arrived in Russia, he said to be from UC Darmstadt (Kulberg#5137). Not found in any later source.

Schmidt [Elisabeth] Anhalt-Dessau records report that this beggar lady, a widow, left Oranienbaum for Russia with 2 others in 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#1146). On 4 July 1766 the widow [Elisabeth] arrived in Russia with her daughter [Maria] in tow, the widow said to be from Dessau (Kulberg#1345). Not identified in any later source.

Schmidt [E. Katharina]: KS:82: left for Russia. No date given and I could not find this couple in any published FSL.

Schmidt [Engel Dorothea]: was godparent at the 11 July 1764 baptism in Luebeck of Barthol [Engel Dorothea] daughter of [Baltzer] who settled in Balzer as headman (Mai & Marquardt#1330).

Schmidt [Engel Dorothea]: was a godparent at the 10 Oct 1765 Luebeck baptism of Ganser [Heinrich] (Mai & Marquardt#1344).

Schmidt [Gabriel]: J. Andreas] his son with Hoffmann [Barbara] was baptized in Luebeck om 10 Jly 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#1359). No further information.

Schmidt [Georg]: KS:82 & 155 say this Catholic man from UC Danzig in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and Corneb Rehbrinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.

Schmidt [Gg]: Catholic son of [Gg] of UC the Wiesenthal monastery/convent/cluister married Bolz [Susanna] in Wochrd 25 April 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#775). Not found in Kulberg, or T, in any published FSL, or in Mai1798. Check T4415.

Schmidt [Georg Hinrich]: was a godparent for the 4 June 1764 Luebeck baptism of Schwedzig [Catharina Magdalena] daughter of [Juergen] and his wife Spriesler [Francisca] (Mai & Marquardt#1334). Not found in Kulberg, T, any published FSL, or in Mai1798.

Schmidt [Hans Peter]: KS155 says he was from Griedelbach near Wetzlart. Check T758 & 5147.

Schmidt [Jacob]: said by Recruiter Beuregard’s list to have been from UC Saalendorf (Lk2). For 1767 see T2042-2044. Not found in any FSL and I could not find them or any likely descendant associated with any Volga colony.

Schmidt [Jacob+w]: Kulberg58 said they were Reformed from UC Westhuber(?). Not found in T or in any published FSL.

Schmidt [J. Christoph]: was a witness at the 26 April 1765 Luebeck baptism of a son of Schneider [Nicolaus] and his wife Schultz [M. Sophia] (Mai & Marquardt#1339). Not identified in any later source.

Schmidt [J. Conrad]: and wife Tauerheim [Hanna Barbara] had a daughter baptized in Luebeck 1 July...
1766; godparents for this event were: Schaeffer {J. Juergen} and Schnarsch {Philip} (Mai&Marquardt#1321). None of these folk were identified in any later source.

Schmidt/Schmidt/Schmidt/Schmidt/Schmidt/Schmitt/Schmidt: married Seehause/Seehaussen {A. Christiana} in Roßlau 30 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#955 & KS75 & 75 which has wrong year: 1775). They may have been the Schmidt couple who later in 1766 left Oranienbaum for the Volga, {J. Georg} unfortunately died en route (T3292-3294). Not found in any later source.

Schmitt {J. Georg}: KS155 said he was from Niederquembach near Wetzlar.

Schmidt {J. Hermann}: KS155 says he left Obersorg near Alsfeld with wife and 3 children.

Schmidt {J. Hinrich/Heinrich}: married Zimmerman {Eva} in Luebeck 22 July 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#120). KS155 has {J. Heinrich}. Not found in any later source.

Schmid {Johann}: son of the deceased {Jacob} of Neuhaus am Aischgrund married in Woehr 16 May 1766 Wendler {Christina} daughter of {Geo.} of Erlang (Mai&Marquardt#810). KS155 has Neuhaus-Aischgrund, {Georg} & Erlangen.

Schmidt {J. Adam}: KS155 says he was from Schluechtern and left from Steinbach near Giessen with wife Haas {A. Dorothea} and 4 children.

Schmidt {J. Georg}: KS155 says he was from Quembach near Wetzlar.

Schmidt {J. Kaspar}: KS155 says he was born in Queckborn.

Schmidt {Johanna Dorothea}: married Roesner {Tobias Jacob} in Luebeck 2 Sept 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#126 & KS152). Not found in Kulberg or in T. She evidently died prior to 17 Aug 1767 when her husband is recorded with an Oldschmidt wife {Maria} as he settled at Katharinenstadt FSL #150.

Schmidt {Johanne Christiana}: married Steubart {Christian} in Roßlau 8 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#962). KS155 has {Christine} and the wrong year: 1765. KS159 has Steubart and the wrong year: 1765. Check T259.

Schmidt {Johannes}: from Kirtoff married Schmidt {Dorothee} in Buedingen 13 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#641). KS155 has {Dorothea} and Kirtoff-bei-Alsfeld. On 29 Aug 1766 {Johann & A. Dorothea} with no children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Darmstadt (Kulberg#5137). Not found in any later source.

Schmidt {Johannes}: KS155 says he was from Elfa near Alsfeld. Check T2044, 2685, 5020.

Schmitt {Johannes}: KS155 says he was from Naus near Rotenburg.

Schmidt {Jürgen Jacob}: married Wenger {Friederike Margarete} in Luebeck in 1765; they were in the Transport List but have not been found resident in Russia (Mai&Marquardt#14).

Schmidt {Konrad}: KS155 says he was from Hettersroth near Gelnhausen. Check T260.

Schmidt {Konrad}: KS155 says he was from Laubach near Nidda.

Schmidt {Maria}: married Henning {J. Gottfriedt} in Roßlau 30 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#954). No further reference found.

Schmidt {Maria}: married Stoeßsler {J. Elias August} in Roßlau 26 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1031 & KS160). Not found in any later source.

Schmidt {M. Magdalena}: married Eckert {Jakob} in Luebeck 22 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#62). KS126 mistakenly said this was in 1765. I did not find them in any later source.

Schmidt {M. Susanna}: from Sprendlingen married Schaeffer {Philipp} in Buedingen 2 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#675). KS153 & 155 both say Sprendlingen is near Offenbach. No further information.

Schmid {Nicol.}: was witness at the Majer-Weigel wedding 14 Sept 1766 in Woehr (Mai&Marquardt#793). No further information.

Schmidt {Paul/Georg Paulus}: married Koller {Cunigunda/Kunigunde} in Luebeck 19 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#105). They arrived in Russia 12 Sept 1766 (Kulberg#4743). I could not find them in any later source.

Schmidt {Peter}: from Braunfels [sic for Solms-Braunfels Principality?] who married Funck {Susanna} on 25 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#251). They arrived in Russia on 12 Sept. 1766 (Kulberg#4686). Not found in KS, T, or a published FSL.

Schmidt {Peter}: from St. Wendel, kur-Trier married Riedstock {M. Xstina} in Friedberg 22 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#327). Not found in any FSL.

Schmitt {Peter}: KS155 says he was from Mittelgruendau near Buedingen.
Schmidt (Philipp Wilhm.): married Westerweller (A. Katharina) in Luebeck in 1765; they have not been found resident in Russia (Mai & Marquardt #26).

Schmidt (Sophia): she married a Muench man in 1765 in Luebeck; they were in the Transportation List, but have not been found resident in Russia so far (Mai & Marquardt #25).

Schmidt (Wilhelm): KS155 says he was from Berghausen near Wetzlar.

Schmidt/Schmitt: this family name was found recorded in 1700s Berstadt parish records, in Haiger parish records during the years 1762-1767 for five different places: Herborn, Kirburg, Kroppach, Schlitz; and Tann; and in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to 1767; see Fleger trip.

Schmidt (David F.): is the AHSGR village coordinator for Stahl-am-Karaman who proved that Thuengen was the Gening or Dening referred to in the Stahl-am-Karaman FSL as the German State of origin for many Stahl-am-Karaman settlers. David and Richard Scheuerman were the two-man team that negotiated for and obtained the invaluable 1798 Volga censuses for AHSGR. And David has proven the birthplace of 1 Boregard, 1 Urbach, at least 4 Boaro first settlers.

Schmidtberger: see Schmidt.

Schmiedeberg: an unidentified place said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be home to a Goede family. Said by the Warenburg FSL to be home to a Kessler family. There were at least 5 Schmiedebergs in the German-speaking lands.

Schmieder: see Schmidt.

Schmiedel (Paul Johann): KS155 says he left Grossenluedeer near Fulda heading for Katharinenstadt. No further reference.

Schmieden (Paul Johann): an unidentified place said by the Boaro FSL to be home to a Holzhausen family. There is a Schmiedelberg in Bavaria, a Bad Schmiedeberg in Saxon-Anhalt, as well as Schmiedebergs in Brandenburg, in Saxony and in Schleswig-Holstein.

Schmiedel: see Schmidt.

Schmieder: see Schmidt.

Schmiedeberg: an unidentified place said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be home to a Goede family. Said by the Warenburg FSL to be home to a Kessler family. There were at least 5 Schmiedebergs in the German-speaking lands.

Schmieder: see Schmidt.

Schmiedeberg: an unidentified place said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be home to a Goede family. Said by the Warenburg FSL to be home to a Kessler family. There were at least 5 Schmiedebergs in the German-speaking lands.

Schmiedeberg: an unidentified place said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be home to a Goede family. Said by the Warenburg FSL to be home to a Kessler family. There were at least 5 Schmiedebergs in the German-speaking lands.

Schmieder: see Schmidt.
SchmudyFN: said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be fromUC Danzig [Free City] (no locality given). I could not find members of this family in Mai1798.

Schmuck{A.Eva}: from Frank.Crumbach near Dieburg married Reinhard/Reinhardt{Carl Ludwig} in Fraenkisch-Crumbach 25 Oct 1763 going to a place near Petersburg (Mai&Marquardt#1265). Not found in any published FSL.

SchmuckFN: said by the Kromm version of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL to be fromUC Buedingen, Isenburg County later than the first settlers (p.35). Also KS156.

SchmunckFN: see Schmuck.

SchmunkFN{Conrad/J.Konrad}: said by the Dobrinka FSL #68 to be fromUC Krumbach, Franken (sic for Fraenkisch-Crumbach – Gieg1). Contemporary church records say this Schmunck family was from Asbach, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate], and that the wife’s maiden name Lo(t)z[A.Elisabeth] and that they left Fraenkisch-Crumbach for Russia in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1262, Gieg1). For 1798 see Mail798:Db11,Sh33.

SchmunkFN{Heinrich Sr.}: Lutheran, born inUC Schoenberg County, he later lived inUC Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate, arriving at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761. In May 1765 with wife {J.Adam} and 4 children, he requested permission to leave Denmark. Two of his children, {J.Heinrich Jr.} and {Isaak}, were later recorded in Riebensdorf colony, Woronesh (EEE p.589).

SchmunkFN{J.Heinrich Jr.}: Lutheran, a son of {Heinrich Sr.}, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761. In 1763 he married the widow of Schneider{Georg Ludewig}. In May 1765, they requested permission to leave Denmark. Later they settled in Riebensdorf, Woronesh (EEE p.589).

Schmunk{Christiane Marg.}: the maiden name of frau Schaefer{J.Adam} which family left from Fraenkisch-Crumbach in 1766 to go to Russia where they settled in Neu-Saratowka (Gieg1). KS153 says she is the wife of Schaefer{J.Adam} fromUC Asbach near Darmstadt going to St. Petersburg. Not found in any later source.

Schmunck{A.Eva}: Fraenkisch-Crumbach parish records say he left there with wife and 2 children; the F-C marriage register says he is from Frankfurt and 25 Oct 1766 married Schmunck{A.Eva}, who already had an illegitimate child and is again pregnant (Mai&Marquardt#1265). KS150 & 156 say he was from either Frankfurt or Fraenkisch-Crumbach and she was from Fraenkisch-Crumbach, they being on their way to a village near Petersburg.

Schnabel{Marg.}: daughter of the former {Mich.} of Wittelsbuehl near Duenkelsbuehl married in Woehrd 30 April 1766 Lachert{Peter B.} son of the former {Mich.} (Mai&Marquardt#787). On 12 Sept 1766 Lachet{Peter & Margaretha} without children arrived in Russia, he said to be from the Pfalz (Kulberg4616). Later in 1766 this Lachet couple without children took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T4954-4955). By 3 Aug 1767 Lachert{P.Bonaventura & Margaretha} had settled at Boaro FSL #107, he said to be fromUC Mannheim, Kurpfalz. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

SchnabelFN: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:673, 677, 431) to be from Reillingen, Mannheim [Amt], Baden. However, using FHL(247,629), the GCRA proved origin in Klingenmuenster, Bergzaben [Amt], Pfalz. See the GCRA book for more detail.

SchnabelFN: listed by both the 1816 Kassel census (#53, 110) and KS:431 without origin. Using FHL#247,629 the GCRA proved origin in Klingenmuenster, Bergzaben [Amt], Rheinpfalz. See their book for more.

Schnabel{E.Rosina}: Dorothy Brandner reports she was the wife of Stotz{J.Heinrich} and was born 3 Dec 1803 either in Reillingen, Mannheim [Amt], France (later Baden) or Klingenmuenster, Bavaria (no source given either for marriage or birth).

Schnabel/SchnaberlFN: according to a Woehrd ML Schnabel {A.Marg.} from the court in Ansbach Duchy married 16 April 1766 Horderig{Anton}; later this couple went to Preuss; another source gives her name as Schnaberl (Mai&Marquardt#773).

SchnabelFN: this family name was found recorded in Kirburg marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.

SchnaberlFN: see Schnabel.

SchnableFN: Curt Renz has found the church records for this Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia, family in Breitenberg, Calw Oberamt, Wuerttemberg. Stumpp, p.524, says they arrived in Russia in
1802.

**Schnaible**: in 1858 is mistakenly listed as **Schaible** in Neudorf.

**Schnaible**: also see **Schneible**.

**Schnaidt**: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:678, 431) to be from Hagelloch, Tuebingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. Using FHL(1,457,424), the GCRA verified this origin and proved that he had earlier been born in Unterjesingen. See the GCRA book for more detail.

**Schnaidt**: listed mistakenly as **Schmidt (Friedrich)** in the 1816 Kassel census (#39) and correctly as Schnaidt by KS:431, both without origin. Using FHL#1,457,424 the GCRA proved origin in Unterjesingen, Tuebingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg, marrying and living in nearby Hagelloch before going to Russia. See their book for more.

**Schnaitt**: Waiblingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is some 4.5 miles ESE of Waiblingen city, and was proven by GCRA to be home to the Ruehle family that went to Glueckstal, and to the Huber/Hubert ([Konrad]Rheinhold) family that settled in Neudorf. Mistakenly said by the 1816 Glueckstal census to be home to the Ruf family. See the GCRA book for more details.

**Schnarr**: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from Steinau. For 1798 see Mai1798: Nm20.

**Schnarr**: A.Sabina: listed in the first version of the Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#43) as the wife of Kraus [Johannes the elder], the Pleve version lists her as [Anna] with no maiden name, but her two Schnarr brothers are listed (#43a). In the Kuhlberg Lists they are all three listed, under the family name Schnerr, together with their parents and siblings (#3000). In the 1798 Stahl-am-Karaman census in one entry her former husband is named a Krause and she is said to be deceased (Mai1798:Sk8), but evidently was only separated since in another entry she is listed as a widowed head of her own household with a young Schnarr man (actually he later turned out in reality to be a Krause) in her household (Sk26).

**Schnarsch** ([Philip]): was a godparent at the 1 July 1766 Luebeck baptism of a daughter of Schmidt [J.Conrad] and Tauerheim [Hanna Barbara] (Mai&Marquardt#1321). Not found in later sources.

**Schneck**: A.Elisabeth: married Lackmann [A.Elisabeth] in Luebeck 14 July 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#116). On 13 Sept 1796 with her husband she arrived in Russia, he said to be from Pfalz (Kulberg:5911). Not found in T. In the Stumpf supplement to the Dietel FSL Lackmann [Konrad] is said to be from Elmen (?), Hannover. Later spelled Lackmann and Lockmann (Mai1798: Mv393, 399, Wt98, 53, Dt53. At least some descendants depict that this family was of Jewish origin having converted to Christianity.

**Schnegelberger**: J.Caspar: Bill Bickelhaupt says he and his wife died on the way to Russia, but two of their sons settled in Beideck. KS156 says he went to Beideck.

**Schnegelberger/Sheeberg**: Conrad: said by the first transcription of the Schilling FSL (25a) to be from Lauterbach. The Pleve version says he was from Gruenen, [Hessen]-Darmstadt (Landgraviate).

**Schneible**: listed in the Bergdorf 1858 census (KS:665) without origin. Origin in Breitenberg, Calw [Amt], Wuerttemberg was proven by the GCRA using FHL(1,528,422). See the GCRA book for more details. Also spelled Schaible, and Schnaible.

**Schneible**: also see **Schnaible**.

**Schneidemau**: said by the 1798 Balzer census to be the maiden name of the then frau Kaiser (Mai1798:Bz8).

**Schneidemuehl/Schneidmuhl**: Polen: said by the Kamenka FSL to be home to a Repin family. This probably was Schneidemuehle Alteiche, now Smolnik, Warminsko-mazurskie, Poland.

**Schneider**: A.Elisabeth: maiden name of frau Krauter of Balzer. Not in Kuhlberg.

**Schneider**: Anna Maria: Bonner proved that this woman said in their Huettengesas marriage record to be from Neuweidermus, Isenburg[-Meerholz County] married in 1763 the Krauter man who went to Balzer.

**Schneider**: Elisabeth: said by the 1798 Balzer census to be the maiden name of frau Mueller [Ernst] (Mai1798:Bz24).

**Schneider**: Conrad: said by the Balzer FSL to be from Isenburg (no state or locality identified), with a Triller? mother-in-law in the household. Not listed in Kuhlberg. This man married Triller [A.Margaretha] 8 April 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#494). The maiden name of his
wife in 1798 was given as Kurtz (Mai1798:Bz3).

Schneider {Gertrude} FN: a widow said by the Balzer FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality identified). For 1798 see Mai1798:Bz54, 76. Not found in Kuhlberg.

Schneider {Johann}: KS156 says he married Balzer {A.Katharina}.

Schneider {J.Heinrich} FN: said by Kuhlberg1218 and the Balzer FSL to be from Isenburg. Bonner proved the birth and marriage of this couple (she see Ruehl) in Duedehelm, Isenburg[-Buedeingen County]. Wagner1 concurs except he says the bride was a Kuhl (father given), otherwise he gives the baptismal date, Johann Henrich’s parents and the marriage date. In 1798 the maiden name offrau Schneider {Heinrich} was given as Kuhl (Mai1798:Bz19).

Schneider {J.Adam}: KS156 says he went to Balzer. I have found no evidence of this.

Schneider FN: an Auenheim, Bischweiler [Amt], Elsass family, the maiden name offrau Zimmerling of Bergdorf.

Schneider FN: was said by the Boaro FSL to be an orphan boy in the Fer household. Said by Kuhlberg to be from UC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Pb9.

Schneider FN {Andreas}: said by the Boregard FSL to be from UC Kaden.

Schneider FN {Christian}: said by the Boregard FSL to be from UC Lauf. This is not the couple in Mai&Marquardt #330; that couple is in the Straub FSL.

Schneider FN: said by the Brabander FSL to be from UC Hainzell, Fulda [Bishopric]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Fn35,38,Dl06.

Schneider FN: said by the Degott FSL to be from UC Kaiserslautern, [Pfalz-Lautern Principality], Kurpfalz. For 1798 see Mai1798:Rt08.

Schneider FN: this widow was said by the Dehler FSL to be from UC Kurmainz (no locality indicated). I could not find her in the 1798 Volga censuses. Pleve thought the family name might actually have been Scholl.

Schneider/Schneider/Schneider FN {J.Leonhard}: Lutheran, from Kurpfalz, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761. In June 1764 he and his wife {A.Maria} deserted Denmark (EEE p.591). He and wife Mirckler {A.Maria} had a son baptized in Luebeck 15 Aug 1764 (Mai&Marquardt #1336). By April 1765 they had settled in Dobrinka FSL #51 which said he was from UC Kelzhaus(?), Kurpfalz.

Schneider FN {Jacob}: from UC Adelshofen, von Graf von Neipperg, Kraichgau knightly canton, arrived in Flensburg Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1762. In April 1765 with wife and 2 children he deserted Denmark (EEE p.591). By July 1767 they had settled in Doenhof FSL #11 which said he was from UC Heilbronn (no locality mentioned).

Schneider FN {J.Sebastian}: son of {Jacob} from UC Adelshofen, von Graf von Neipperg, Kraichgau knightly canton, arrived in Flensburg Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1762. In April 1765 with wife and 2 children he deserted Denmark (EEE p.591). By July 1766 they had settled in Doenhof FSL #19 which said he was from UC Heilbronn (no locality mentioned).

Schneider {A.Maria}: the wife of Brandner FN {Paul} of Franzfeld, Banat, Hungary. For more see his entry.

Schneider FN: said by the Galka FSL to be from UC Gikinberg?. For 1798 see Mai1798:Gk25, 35, 54, Sp15, Ho18.

Schneider {A.Maria}: Dorothy Brandner reports that Maria was born in Deutsch-Neureut/Karlsruhe, Baden where she married Brandner {Paul} (church records in FHL 1238234). They later immigrated to Franzfeld, Banat, Hungary, on their way to Glueckstal. See the GCRA book for more information.

Schneider FN {J.Friedrich}: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:674, 432) to be from UC Kriegsfeld, Kirchheimbolanden [Amt], Pfalz. However, using FHL (1,184,951), the GCRA proved origin in Lauffen-am-Neckar, Heilbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg. See the GCRA book for more detail.

Schneider FN {Philipp}: listed by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:674, 433) with no origin. Using FHL (193,924), the GCRA proved origin in Kriegsfeld, Kirchheimbolanden [Amt], Pfalz. See the GCRA book for more details.

Schneider FN: said by the Goebel FSL to be from UC Altenmittelau, Hanau. Also see Mai1798:Gb46.

Schneider {Johannes}: KS156 says he came from Altenmittelau near Gelnhausen. Check M444, 627
Schneider: said by the Grimm FSL to be from Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).

Schneider: EEE p.517 says he was husband, evidently her second, to the widow of Meins (1775 Grimm census #5).

Schneider: said by Kuhlberg and the Huck FSL to be from Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned).

Schneider: said by Kuhlberg and the Huck FSL to be from Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned). Mai1798:Hk9 says his wife’s maiden name is Michal.

Schneider: said by the Pleve version of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL to be from Lissberg, Darmstadt. KS156 says he was from Ortenburg near Buedingen.

Schneider: said by the Pleve version of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL to be from Lissberg, Darmstadt, while Kromm says they were from Schwickartshausen, Lissberg.

Schneider: KS156 says with wife {Susanna} he left Ortenburg near Stockheim heading for JagPoljana.

Schneider: Catholic, said by the Koehler FSL & KS156 to be from Herbstein, Fulda. Jim Pickelhaupt says he found his origin.

Schneider: Catholic, said by the Koehler FSL & KS156 to be from Herbstein, Fulda. The FSL said his wife’s maiden name Hein but no origin was given for her. By 1798 the maiden name of this man’s frau was given as Gamet (Mai1798:K187).

Schneider: said by the Koehler FSL #30 to be the maiden name of Frau Ruhl (Zacharias).

Schneider: said by the Kraft FSL to be from Bisses.

Schneider: said by the Kraft FSL to be from Lich, Solms.

Schneider: said by the Kraft FSL to be from Sternenfels, Darmstadt.

Schneider: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be from Alsfeld, Darmstadt.

Schneider: she was from Fischborn and married Bapst on 14 May 1766 in Buedingen (KS119, Mai&Marquardt#645). The 1768 Krasnoyar FSL #46 lists her, her husband plus her three brothers all of whom are said to have come from Alsfeld, [Hessen-] Darmstadt [Landgravate].

Schneider: according to the Krasnoyar FSL #119a there were Schneider stepchildren in a Hesseler household that had come from Laubach.

Schneider: said by the Krasnoyar FSL #19 to be from Laubach.

Schneider: from Burg Sinn married Zeitler in Buedingen 5 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#616). [In those days Burgsinn was a Thuengen possession. –ed.] By 20 July 1767 this couple with his brother had settled at Krasnoyar FSL #17, he said to be from Dienheim. In 1798 this couple was still living in Krasnoyar (Mai1798:Ks19).

Schneider: according to the Krasnoyar FSL an orphaned nephew lived with a Seignitz family from Jahrstedt, Brandenburg.

Schneider: said by the Kratzke FSL to be from Salzwedel, Brandenburg.

Schneider: Kolberg125 said they were Catholic from Elbsdorf. Not found in T or in any published FSL.

Schneider: said by Kuhlberg and the Kutter FSL to be from Isenburg (no locality or country indicated). There is a high probability that this family’s records are in Wolferborn parish books – Dick Kraus.

Schneider: said by Kuhlberg and the Kutter FSL to be from Isenburg (no locality or country indicated).

Schneider: KS156 says with wife he came from Neiderofleiden near Alsfeld.

Schneider: maybe by Kuhlberg176? and by the Kutter FSL to be from Isenburg (no locality or country indicated).

Schneider: said by the Laub FSL to be from Bubenheim?, Kurpfalz.

Schneider: said by the Leichtling FSL (#9) to be from Granov/Granau (no locality mentioned).

Schneider: 4 March 1766 married Frey Matthaeus in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#365 and KS128). This couple settled in Leichtling FSL (#39).
Schneider: according to the Buedingen ML, a Schneider woman, no origin given, married in 1766 a Freyman; later this couple went to Leichtling (Mai&Marquardt#365).

Schneider: [Nicolaus]: a probable Zug first settler, see below.

Schneider: the Mariental FSL gives no origin for these stepchildren who were living in the household of a Zimmermann family said to be from UC Grimburg, Kurtrier.

Schneider: said by the Mariental FSL to be from UC Wuerzburg (no locality indicated).

Schneider [A. Dorothea]: this widow of some Herr Schneider was said by the Messer FSL #87 to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned) and her brother’s family name (he lived in her household #87a) was Burbach. That brother was proven to be from Huettengesas, Isenburg[-Meerholz County].

Schneider [Franz Wilhelm]: Lutheran, step-son of Bebach/Buch [M. Elisabeth] and son of {Michel}, arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1762 with his step-mom and 3 siblings. (EEE p.590). By July 1766 he, wife, and two children had settled in Messer FSL #2 which said he was from UC Zweibruecken (no locality mentioned). In 1798 the maiden name of his wife was given as Meisterling (Mai1798:Ms46).

Schneider [Michel]: the father of {Franz Wilhelm} and the deceased husband of Bebach/Buch [M. Elisabeth] (EEE p.590).

Schneider: [Conrad]: Reformed, from UC Kellerei Waldeck, Heidelberg Oberamt, Kurpfalz, arrived at Fridericia, Juetland Royal Province in May 1760 (EEE p.590). By July 1766 he had settled in Moor FSL #5 to be from UC Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned).

Schneider: the Mueller FSL does not give an origin but the Kuhlberg list says he was from UC Sachsen.

Schneider: said by the Mueller FSL to be from UC Zell. A Luebeck ML says this man from the Darmstadt area married a Schmidt woman from Fulda in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt:266).

Schneider: [Leonhard]: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from UC Werznitz.

Schneider: [Philipp]: listed by both the 1858 Neudorf census (#231) and KS:433 with no origin. The GCRA found evidence to indicate he may have come from somewhere in the Kurpfalz settling first in Galicia, perhaps in Josephsburg. See their book for more.

Schneider [A. Margareta]: said by the Norka FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned), the orphaned daughter of Peter Schneider living in the Volger household.

Schneider [J. Heinrich, Sophia Wilhelmina]: said by the Norka FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned), the orphaned children of Christoph Schneider and stepchildren living in the Ross household. For 1798 see Mai1798: Nr291 and possibly Nr53, 66, 138, 139, 184, 191 and Sh41?

Schneider: said by the Norka FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). In 1798 the maiden name of the wife was given as Just (Mai1798: Nr183). For other possible family members in 1798 see Mai1798: Nr53, 66, 138, 139, 184, 191 and Sh41?

Schneider [Georg]: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be from UC Leindorf.

Schneider [Maria]: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be the maiden name of Frau Brehm {Johannes}.

Schneider: said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be from UC Stemag?, a Schwarzkopf step-daughter and a Riel step-son were living with them which would indicate that Frau Schneider may earlier have been Frau Schneider and then Frau Riel.

Schneider: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from UC Fell with two Henicke orphans in their household.

Schneider: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from UC Marburg.

Schneider [J. Heinrich]: said by the Paulskaya FSL #147 to be from UC Steinbach. This must be the man for whom Bill Picklehaup said he found his origin.

Schneider [A. Katarina]: married in Luebeck 5 July 1766 Rothenburg {Johann} (Mai&Marquardt#1197). On 8 Aug 1766 {Johann & Anna} and a daughter arrived in Russia, he said to be from UC Holstein (Kulberg 3906). Later in 1766 {Johannes & Catarina} and that daughter took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga, on which trip {Catarina} died (T5071-5073). By 3 Aug 1767 {Johann} alone had settled at Paulskaya FSL #71, said to be from UC Holstein. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schneider: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from UC Wallendorf?, Dessau.

Schneider [Kaspar, etc]: said by the Phillipsfeld FSL to be orphans in the Thomas household. For 1798 see Mai 1798: Pp9, Fs43 and Sk38.

Schneider [Michael]: said by the Phillipsfeld FSL to be from UC Woelkershain-bei-Remsfeld. In 1798
the maiden name of frau Schneider [Michael] was given as Figin (Mai1798: Pp15). Also an offspring of this family may be at Nm24 in 1798.

Schneider {A. Katharina} FN: listed in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list (pb18) as the wife of Lamm {J. Nikolaus}.

Schneider {A. Maria} FN: listed in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list (pb6) as the wife of Schneider {G. Ernst}.

Schneider {Georg} FN: listed with his Gerhart wife in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list (pb7) with no origin mentioned; was not be found in Mai1798. {E} who went to Krasnoyar to marry Diehl {Peter} in 1793 may have been his daughter (Mai1798: Mv2329, Ks87).

Schneider {A. Katharina}: KS135 says she was [1st?] wife to Horn {J. Jakob}. He arrived in Paulskaya in August 1767 as a widower (FSL #152).

Schneider {Johann & Anna} as the wife of Schneider {J. Peter} in 1793 may have been his granddaughter (Mai1798: Mv2329, Ks87).

Schneider {A. Katharina/Catarina}: married Rotenburg/Rothenburg {Johann} in Luebeck 5 July 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #1197). On 8 Aug 1766 {Johann & Anna} and a daughter arrived in Russia; he said to be from UC Holstein (Kulberg #3906). Later in 1766 {Johannes & Catarina} and that daughter took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga, on which trip {Catarina} died (T5071-5073). By 3 Aug 1767 {Johann} alone had settled at Paulskaya FSL #71, said to be from UC Holstein. I could not find him in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schneider {J. Peter} FN: listed with his Gerlach wife in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list (pb8) with no origin mentioned; was not be found in Mai1798.

Schneider {Johannes} FN: has not identified in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ and was discharged with passport from there in 1794 (Mai1798: Mv2331).

Schneider {Philipp} FN: has not identified in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ and was discharged with passport from there in 1797 (Mai1798: Mv2334).

Schneider {Samuel} FN: listed with his Kalkopf wife in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list (pb3) with no origin mentioned; for 1798 see Mai1798: Pb2 and 8.

Schneider FN: said by the Preuss FSL to be from UC Kamberg, Kur Trier.

Schneider FN: said by the Rohleder FSL to be from UC Mannheim, Kurpfalz. For 1798 see Mai1798: R135.

Schneider FN: the Rosenheim FSL does not list an origin for them, but Kuhlberg said they were from UC Hanau [County] with no mention of a locality. For 1798 see Mai1798: Rm12.

Schneider FN: said by the Rosenheim FSL to be the maiden name of Frau Ehrlert.

Schneider FN: said by the Rosenheim FSL to be the maiden name of Frau Dietzel.

Schneider {Christina} FN: in 1798 she was said to have come from Rosenheim (Gf20) but I cannot find her in any FSL.

Schneider FN: said by the Schoenchen FSL to be from UC Niederbrechen?.

Schneider {J. Michael} FN said by the Schwab FSL to be from UC Krumbach.

Schneider {Johannes} FN: said by the Schwab FSL to be from UC Stockhausen. For 1794, 1797, and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv2683, 2687, D4, 64, and Sb22.

Schneider {Ludwig}: KS156 says he left Herbstein near Lauterbach in 1766 going eto Schwab.

Schneider FN: said by the Seelmann FSL to be from UC Eckstedt, Kurmainz?]. I did not locate them or any descendants in Mai1798.

Schneider FN: said by the Seewald FSL to be from UC Morbach, Trier.

Schneider FN {A. Barbara}: from UC the area of Wurtzpurp, on 17 June 1766 in Luebeck she married Schmidt {J. Michel}; by 1767 the couple were in Stahl-am-Karman FSL #42 (Mai & Marquardt #245).

Schneider {J. Adam} FN: said by the first transcription of Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#36) to be from UC Gening. The Pleve version said he was from Dienheim. David Schmidt has proven that this
man married Kraus {A.Margarethe} in Weissenbach, Thungen Barony in 1766. For 1798 see Mai1798:Sk3.

Schneider {Johannes} FN: said by the first transcription of Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#35) to be from UC Gening. The Pleve version said he was from Dienheim. Some source(??) named his wife as Nickel {Margarethe}.

Schneider FN: said by the 1798 Stephan census to be the maiden name of frau Schoenhals {J.Georg} (Mai1798:Sp31).

Schneider FN {Christian}: married Reitz {A.Margaretha}, said to be from UC Hasselborn, in Friedberg 22 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#330). On 4 July 1766 they arrived with a young son in Russia, the husband said to be from Nassau (Kulberg#2064). Later in 1766 this couple without child took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T2785-2786). By 12 July 1767 they with new born son had settled at Straub FSL #39, not Boregard, he said to be from UC Hasselborn, Nassau-Usingen {Principality}.

Schneider FN {J.Heinrich}: married in Buedingen 11 April 1766 Leer {A.Marg.} both from Inheyden near Treys in Laubach (Mai&Marquardt#514). KS156 has Inheiden They are unidentified in both Kulberg and T. By 25 Aug 1767 this couple had settled at Walter FSL #38, he said to be from Ingantern(??), Lobbach (Mai&Marquardt#514).

Schneider {A.Barbara}: wife of {Philipp} and in 1757 in Lollar was godmother of Roth {J.Georg} who settled at Warenburg FSL #88a.

Schneider {A.Barbara}: was born {Anton & A.Catharina} on 22 April 1766 and baptized 21 April in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#1206). No further information.

Schneider {J.Adam}: he age 43, wife Schneider {Juliana} age 28 plus their 3 children ages 2-6, plus a daughter age 14 by his first wife, were all living in Zug in 1798 {Mai1798:Zg30}

Schneider {Nicolaus/Niklas}: A probable Zug first settler family. He and wife Schultz {M.Sophia} had a son baptized in Luebeck 26 April 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#1339). KS156 has {Niklas}. Catholic, in 1766 accompanied by wife {Maria} and son {Christoph}, he was said to be from UC Fulda {Bishopric} (Kulberg4465). He, along with the same two, was listed in the 1766-67 transport list (T5177-79). And, accompanied by wife {Ursula} and son {Christoph}, he was on Baron Beauregard's August 1767 list of colonists not yet settled in any specific colony, said to be from UC Herstein (LK91). For 1798 see Mai1798: Zg10, 12,7 and 30.

Schneider {A.Magdalena}: married in Luebeck 21 May 1766 Hahn {J.Jacob} (Mai&Marquardt#156). KS has {Jakob}. Not found in any later source.

Schneider {A.Maria}: Koch {Philipp}: married in Buedingen 8 April 1766 Koch {Philip} (Mai&Marquardt#493 & KS139 &156). No further information.

Schneider {Anton}: and his wife {A.Catharina} had their daughter baptized in Buedingen 23 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1226). Not identified in any later source.

Schneider {Barbara}: married Parent {Louis} in Buedingen 11 March 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#409). Not found in any later source. Check T95, 3908.

Schneider {David}: married Gerlach {Christina} 20 March 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#453). They arrived at Oranienbaum in Russia on 19 July 1766 with his origin given as Gelnhausen (Kulberg Lists #2666). I did not find them either in T or in any published FSL.

Schneider {Georg}: from Hammelburg near Wuerzburg with wife and 4 children.

Schneider {Georg}: from UC Trimberg, Wuertzburg died 2 June 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#1225). Not identified in any other source.

Schneider {Johann}: was a godparent in the 28 May 1766 baptism in Luebeck of Pfeiffer {Susanna M.} daughter of {Jochim} and his Popp wife {A.Catharina} (Mai&Marquardt#1294). Not found in Kulberg, T, any published FSL or in Mai1798.

Schneider {J.Heinrich}: from UC Engelrod, Riedesel Barony married Westrupp {Maria} 14 April 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#444). KS144 & 156 have Engelrod near Lauterbach. Not found in any later source.

Schneider {J.Michael}: KS156 says he was from UC Muemling-Grumbach, Erbach with 3 children and his Stock wife {A.Margarete}.

Schneider {Johannes}: married Hedrich {A.Maria} 18 March 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#444). Not found in any later source.
Schneider Johannes: son of Gebhard from Boesgesaes married Kleinschmidt A.Catharina 10 May 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#627). KS139 has the wrong year: 1765. KS156 has Boesgesaes near Buedingen. Not found in any later source.

Schneidmueller Sachmieler Sachmuteller Sachneidmueller/Schneidermueller married Rudolff/Rudolph J.Andreas in Luebeck 12 Oct 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#31). KS152 has Rudolf and Schneider. They have not yet been found resident in Russia.

Schneider Johannes: check page 156 column 1.

Schneider Nikolaus: KS156 says with wife and 1 child he left Herbstein Amt, near Lauterbach.

Schneider/Schneidmueller [Paul]: Anhalt-Dessau archival records report that this man from Melendorf, Dessau with wife and 2 children left for Russia in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1151). On 10 April 1766 he was witness at the Grief-Meyer wedding in Woehr (Mar&Marquardt#769). On 4 July 1766 with wife (Johanna) and 2 children he arrived in Russia, said to be from Dessau (Kulberg1566). Later in 1766 Schneidmueller [Paul & Johanna] and 2 children took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga, on which trip one child died (T5945-5948).

Schneider [Nikolas]: KS156 says with wife and 2 children he came from Hirzenhain near Buedingen.

SchneiderFN: this family name was found recorded in 1700s Berstadt parish records, in Haiger parish records during the years prior to 1767, and in marriage records 1762-1767 for five different places: Herborn, Kirburg, and Kroppach; see Flegel trip.

Schneiderberger [Catharina]: married Tubakz [Friedrich] in Rossau 18 June 1766 {Mai&Marquardt#1016}. KS154 has [Katharina] and the wrong year: 1765. Not found in any later source.

SchneidmuellerFN: also see Schneidmueller.

Schneidewind [Margaretha E.]: was godmother at the 7 June 1766 Luebeck baptism of a Rempe-Thiel son (Mai&Marquardt#1299). No further information.

SchneidmuellerFN [A.Dorothea]: according to a Luebeck baptismal record this was the maiden name of the wife of Bauer [Balzer] and mother of Bauer A.Maria born in Luebeck 28 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1293). By 1798 [Baltsar & Schneidmuehl Dorothea] were in Krasnoyarsk with a son and 2 grandchildren (Mai1798#25).

Schneidmueller [Barbara]: a single female said to be from Darmstadt (Kulberg6343). No further info?

Schneidmueller [Johann]: a farmer who with wife A.Margaretha and 1 son J.Peter arrived in Russia, said to be from Darmstadt (Kulberg6297). Later in 1766 they took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga on which trip a daughter was born and both father and daughter died (T7131-7134).

Schneidmueller [Johann]: a single wheelwright who arrived in Russia 15 Sept 1766 (Kulberg6388). No further info.

SchneidmuellerFN [J.Peter]: in Luebeck 11 July 1766 Steuernagel A.Maria (Mai&Marquardt#255). In 1798 at age 52 he was in Husseenbach with 7 grown children, and a much younger Beisel wife and 2 young children (Mai1798#1013, 014).

Schneidmueller/SchneidermuellerFN [J.Peter]: from Bobenhausen, Ulrichstein Barony married Flach A.Veronica in Buedingen 3 July 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#727). KS156 said he was from Ortenberg and Bobenhausen both near Buedingen. On 15 Sept 1766 this couple arrived in Russia, he said to be from Darmstadt (Kulberg6337). Later in 1766 he and wife {Feronica} and his sister {Cathrina} left Oranienbaum for the Volga (T7202-7204). By 16 Sept 1767 they had settled at Jagodnaya Poljana FSL #38 and 28a.

Schneidmueller [Peter]: a miller who with wife Anna arrived in Russia on 29 Aug 1766, he said to be from Darmstadt. No further info.

Schneidmueller/SchneidermuellerFN: these two men are said by the Pleve version of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL to be from Simroth/Sinrod/Sienerode with perhaps a wife from Bobenhausen, Ulrichstein, married a Flach woman from Seiberterode in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#727).

Schneidmueller Johannes: KS156 says he left Sellnrod near Alsfeld to go to Jagodnaya Poljana. No further information.

SchneidmuellerFN: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many generations...
prior to 1767; see Flegel trip.

Schnimet\(^{\text{GR}}\), Schwaben: an unidentified place said by the Dobrinka FSL to be home\(^{\text{UC}}\) to a Utz family.

Schnell\(^{\text{FN}}\): Kulberg|1453 said he was single from\(^{\text{UC}}\) Mosheim/Moschheim. T|5961 said he was of the Reformed faith. The Kano FSL (#70) also said he was of the Reformed faith, but did not provide an origin for this family. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schnell\(^{\text{FN}}\): the Katharinenstadt FSL says these stepchildren were living in a Fuhrmann family from\(^{\text{UC}}\) Halberstadt, Brandenburg.

Schnell\(^{\text{FN}}\): said by the Koehler FSL to be from\(^{\text{UC}}\) Fulda (no locality given), and his frau’s maiden name was given as Heidgardt (no origin given).

Schnell\(^{\text{FN}}\): said by the Norka FSL to be from\(^{\text{UC}}\) Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798: Nr14, 164 and 218.

Schnell\(^{\text{FN}}\): said by the Paulskaya FSL to be a stepdaughter in the Wagner household.

Schnitt\(^{\text{FN}}\): Heinrich\(^{\text{FN}}\): KS156 says he was from Schlittenhausen near Fulda.

Schnitt\(^{\text{FN}}\): Johann E.: married Mueller\(^{\text{FN}}\) (Andreas) in Lubeck 15 July 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt #208). No further information.

Schnitt\(^{\text{FN}}\): Juliana+1c: Kulberg|127 said she was a widow of the Reformed faith from Braunfels. Not found in either T or any published FSL. She may have remarried and be listed under her new married family name.

Schnell: also see Schnellenbacher.

Schnell\(^{\text{FN}}\): this family name was found recorded in marriage records 1762-1767 for three different places: Kirburg, and Schlitz; see Flegel trip.

Schnellenbacher/Schnellenbacher/Schnellenberger\(^{\text{FN}}\): Maria: she married in Buedingen 13 March1766 Rudolph\(^{\text{FN}}\) (Sebastian) (Mai\&Marquardt #424). KS154 has Schnellenberger. On 18 June 1766 with wife Anna and his sister he arrived in Russia (Kulberg|1066). Not found in T. By 14 May 1767 Schnellbecher\(^{\text{FN}}\) (Maria) had been widowed, remarried and had settled at Leichtling FSL #43 with her new Mueller husband Franz and an infant daughter.

Schnepf\(^{\text{FN}}\): said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (#94), by the 1816 Kassel census (#63), and by KS:433 to be from\(^{\text{UC}}\) Hausen, Brackenheim [Amt], Wuerstock. The GCRA found evidence that this man who settled in Glueckstal and Kassel was born in\(^{\text{UC}}\) Schoenthal, Galicia and using FHL#1,195,536-7 they proved that his father had come from Murrhardt, Backnang [Amt], Wuerstock. See the GCRA book for more.

Schnepf\(^{\text{FN}}\): said by the 1798 Dietel census to the maiden name of Frau Pietsch (Mai1798:Dt18).

Schnepf\(^{\text{FN}}\): said by the Graf FSL to be from\(^{\text{UC}}\) Mannheim, Kurpfalz.

Schnepf\(^{\text{FN}}\): also see Schnet and Snip.

Schernbach\(^{\text{FN}}\): Peter: KS156 says he left Gridelbach near Wetzlar with 5 children.

Schernberger\(^{\text{GR}}\), Polen: an unidentified place said by the Fischer FSL to be home\(^{\text{UC}}\) to a Frau Kraus.

Schnerr: see Schnerr.

Schnet\(^{\text{FN}}\): said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\(^{\text{UC}}\) Klingbach. In 1798 the family name was spelled Schnepf (Mai1798: Sz07).

Schnieder: a Luebeck ML says that she married a Steinbrecher man in 1765; by 1766 this couple was in Doenhof (Mai\&Marquardt #12).

Schnieder: she married a Rudolff man in Luebeck in 1765; also spelled Schneider; they have not yet been found resident in Russia (Mai\&Marquardt #31).

Schneyer: also see Schneider.

Schneider\(^{\text{FN}}\): see Schneider of Dobrinka.

Schneier\(^{\text{FN}}\): said by the Enders FSL to be from\(^{\text{UC}}\) Teterow, Mecklenburg. I cannot find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

\(^{\text{FN}}\): Johannes: by 17 August 1767 single age 18 had settled at Neidermonjou FSL #149, said to be from Steinau.

Schnitzer/Schnitzner\(^{\text{FN}}\): Maria: married Hessler\(^{\text{FN}}\) (J. Georg) in Buedingen 3 March 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt #358). KS134 & 156 have Schnitzner. Not found in any later source.

Schnitzer\(^{\text{FN}}\): Kaspar Johannes: KS156 says he was from\(^{\text{UC}}\) Niederzell near Schluechtern. No other information found.
Schnorr\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Bangert FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Niederlauken, Nassau-Usingen. For 1798 see Mai1798:Bg15.

Schnorr\{A.Barbara\}: married Miller\{J.Casper\} in Luebeck 12 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#75). By 3 August 1767 {Kasper & Barbara} had settled in Nieder Monjou (nm49). By 1798 she has been widowed by Mueller and was living in Nieder Monjou with a son, daughter-in-law and grandson (Mai1798:Nm28).

Schnorr/Schnurr\{Andreas+\}: said by Kulberg95 to be Catholic from\textsuperscript{UC} Ansbach\{no locality indicated\}. Not found in T. Said by the Orlovskaya FSL (#66) go be a Schnurr family from\textsuperscript{UC} Georgensgmued. The family name was spelled Schnorr in 1798 (Mai1798:Bx10,Or53).

Schnorr\textsuperscript{FN}: also see Schnarr.

Schnuerle\textsuperscript{FN}: listed in the Bergdorf 1858 census (KS:666) without origin; but KS:433 gives it as Eberspiel, Calw [Amt], Wuerttemberg. Origin in Altburg, Calw [Amt], Wuerttemberg was proven by the GCRA using FHL(1,528,413). See their book for more detail. Also spelled Schnurle.

Schnurle\textsuperscript{FN}: see Schnuerle.

Schnurr\textsuperscript{FN}: see Schnorr.